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Abstract
Morgan and Chubb observed a striking temporal asymmetry in motion masking (Vis. Res. 39 (1999) 4217). Motion was produced
with a two-frame sequence of gratings presented in spatial quadrature phase; the second grating (100 ms) was presented immediately
after the ﬁrst grating (100 ms), with no temporal overlap. The contrast threshold for detecting the direction of motion of the stimulus
pair was facilitated when the ﬁrst grating was of low-contrast and the second grating was of high-contrast, but strong masking
occurred when the order was reversed, so the high-contrast grating came ﬁrst. We replicated this result, but showed that the masking
mostly disappeared when the two gratings temporally overlapped only slightly. The high sensitivity to the precise temporal pattern
of the stimulus can be explained by a small temporal shortening of the temporal impulse response function (IRF) as stimulus
contrast is increased. The IRF is biphasic with a negative inhibitory lobe. When the ﬁrst grating has high-contrast, its ﬂash response
(owing to the shortening of the IRF) may be in a fairly strong negative phase by the time that the positive response to the second,
lower-contrast grating has reached appreciable strength––this reduces the magnitude of the motion signal generated by the two
ﬂashes and can account for the masking. A shortening of the IRF with increased contrast (a nonlinearity) is supported by psy-
chophysical studies in humans and by recordings of magnocellular retinal ganglion cells in macaque, and the present results bolster
this concept.
 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Morgan and Chubb (1999) observed a striking tem-
poral asymmetry in motion masking with a two-frame
temporal sequence. A pair of 2 cpd gratings was pre-
sented in spatial quadrature phase; each grating was
ﬂashed for 100 ms, with no temporal gap between the
two ﬂashes. One grating (the mask) was ﬁxed in con-
trast, and the contrast threshold for the other grating
(the test) was measured for discriminating the direction
of motion of the pair. Strong masking occurred when
the high-contrast mask preceded the test, but the motion
was facilitated when the order was reversed, so that a
high-contrast mask followed the test. Georgeson and
Georgeson (1987) found an asymmetry in the same
direction using somewhat diﬀerent temporal parameters.
Morgan and Chubb argued that the masking occurs
at an early visual stage preceding motion extraction:
when the high-contrast mask is presented ﬁrst, a gain
control suppresses the magnitude of the subsequent
weak test signal. However, when the high-contrast mask
is presented second, the gain control occurs late, so that
the early test signal escapes the suppression.
An alternative version of this hypothesis might also
explain the asymmetry. First, at low spatial frequency
(Watson & Nachmias, 1977), the temporal impulse re-
sponse function (IRF) is biphasic, with a signiﬁcant
negative inhibitory lobe (see Fig. 4). Second, the temporal
IRF may becoming slightly temporally compressed, or
shortened, as the stimulus contrast is increased. When
the high-contrast mask is presented ﬁrst, the temporal
response to the mask will be in a more negative phase
(owing to the contrast-induced shortening of the IRF)
by the time the positive response for the second, weaker
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test has reached appreciable strength. Thus, the combi-
nation of the two ﬂash responses (FRs) will produce a
relatively weak motion signal, as demonstrated later.
The adverse eﬀect of this strong negative lobe will be
diminished when the high-contrast mask is presented
after the test, since the negative lobe of the mask will
occur too late to interact well with the response to early
test ﬂash. The present study supports this view of the
masking asymmetry.
Physiological and psychophysical studies reveal a
temporal compression of the IRF as contrast is in-
creased––an eﬀect known as temporal contrast gain
control.
Shapley and Victor (1978) ﬁrst demonstrated this
eﬀect in X and Y retinal ganglion cells of cat. As stimu-
lus contrast was raised (at constant mean luminance),
the ﬂicker response advanced in temporal phase and
peak sensitivity shifted to higher temporal frequencies.
Shapley and Victor hypothesized that a negative feed-
back signal selectively attenuates the response to low
temporal frequencies. This contrast gain acts ‘‘essen-
tially immediately’’ (<15 ms) and persists down to the
lowest contrast that gives a measurable ﬂicker response
(Victor, 1987).
Similar eﬀects are seen in the magnocellular (MC)
retinal ganglion cells of macaque (Benardete, Kaplan, &
Knight, 1992). Benardete and Kaplan (1999) and Lee,
Pokorny, Smith, and Kremers (1994) showed that the
temporal IRF to brief ﬂashes shortens with increasing
contrast: both the time-to-peak and zero-crossing occur
progressively earlier. Surprisingly the contrast gain
control is absent from the parvocellular retinal ganglion
cells for both luminance and chromatic stimuli (Lee
et al., 1994).
Psychophysical studies in humans also support a
temporal contrast gain control. Burr and Morrone
(1996) showed that during saccadic suppression, the
temporal IRF (derived from a two-pulse detection ex-
periment) was reduced in amplitude and compressed in
time. They attributed the eﬀect to a temporal contrast
gain control within the MC pathway. Georgeson (1987)
obtained evidence for compression of the IRF, based on
matching the perceived contrast of brieﬂy pulsed, su-
prathreshold gratings. Stromeyer and Martini (2002)
observed that the temporal interaction of the two pulses
in a ﬂicker or motion discrimination task occurred over
shorter inter-pulse intervals as contrast was raised.
In the present study, we replicated the main results of
Morgan and Chubb. We then extended their results,
varying the degree of temporal overlap of the two ﬂa-
shes producing motion. The result shows that the
masking asymmetry is highly sensitive to the exact
temporal pattern of the stimuli. Finally, we show that
the masking asymmetry can be explained by a small




Vertical sine-wave gratings were generated on a
spectrally ﬁltered green Tektronix 608 cathode ray tube
monitor, running at a frame rate of 106 or 200 Hz. The
display phosphor decays in <1 ms. The 106 Hz rate was
used for the results in Figs. 1 and 2, and the 200 Hz rate
was used in Fig. 3 to achieve better temporal resolution.
Stimuli were viewed monocularly through a 3 mm arti-
ﬁcial pupil with the head stabilized using a bite bar.
Gratings were presented in a foveally-ﬁxated circular
ﬁeld (3.5 diameter) with dark surround. The ﬁeld had a
mean illuminance of 541 trolands and could be mat-
ched with monochromatic light of 536 nm.
2.2. Psychophysical procedures
Each trial had one temporal interval. Motion was
produced with a pair of ﬂashed vertical gratings of 1.2
cpd. To produce motion, the second grating was shifted
90 in spatial phase (quadrature phase) to the right or
left of the ﬁrst grating, chosen randomly on each trial.
The observer judged the apparent direction of motion.
Tones signaled the stimulus interval and provided re-
sponse feedback.
One grating (mask) was ﬁxed in contrast for a run,
and the other grating (test) was varied in contrast with a
staircase to estimate the motion direction threshold at
the 71%-correct level. Thresholds were measured for
diﬀerent stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) between
mask and test.
Alternatively, the mask and test were ﬁxed in contrast
for a run, and the probability correct was assessed for
the motion discrimination task.
3. Results
3.1. Empirical results
We ﬁrst replicate the results of Morgan and Chubb,
but then show that a small change in the temporal pa-
rameters has a large eﬀect on the observed masking.
Fig. 1 show results for 1.2 cpd gratings presented in
spatial quadrature phase. Each grating was pulsed for 94
ms. The mask was ﬁxed at either 2.2 or 22% contrast,
and the contrast threshold was measured for the other
test grating (ordinate) in the motion direction task. As
Morgan and Chubb observed, there is facilitation when
the high-contrast mask (M) just follows the test (at þ94
ms SOA, indicated by vertical line in right panel), but
there is masking when the high-contrast mask (M) just
precedes the test (at )94 ms SOA in left panel). Yet, the
masking largely disappears when the mask and test
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slightly overlap in time (as shown by data in left panel to
the right of the vertical line). We would not expect to see
the masking disappear in this manner, if the early mask
simply suppressed the gain of the subsequent weak test
signal (Morgan & Chubb, 1999).
Fig. 2 conﬁrms the results in a diﬀerent manner. Test
thresholds are shown as a function of mask contrast.
When the mask just precedes that test (N, )94 ms SOA),
the test threshold rises strongly with mask contrast, but
there is weak facilitation when the mask just follows the
test (M, þ94 ms SOA). However, the curves are fairly ﬂat
showing little masking if the SOA is changed, so that the
mask and test temporally overlap by a small amount (,, )66 and þ66 ms SOA).
The appearance of the motion was quite diﬀerent for
certain conditions in Figs. 1 and 2. When the high-
contrast mask came just after the test, the motion ap-
peared to glide smoothly for an expended course. In
contrast, when the high-contrast mask just preceded the
test, the motion often appeared jerky and the direction
was hard to judge. However, the smoothness could be
restored by making the early mask and the test tempo-
rally overlap to some degree. Our model attempts to
capture this aspect of the temporal asymmetry.
Fig. 3 shows data where the two gratings are sepa-
rated by larger temporal intervals. The mask contrast
was ﬁxed at 22%, and a diﬀerent test contrast, 1.0%,
1.6% and 3.2%, was used in each panel. The motion
discrimination was assessed with the frequency-of seeing
method in Fig. 3, for this permits us to determine sen-
sitivity for any reversed perceived motion. Probability
correct values >0.5 signify motion judgements in the
forward correct direction, while values <0.5 correct
signify motion in the reversed direction. For the reversed
motion, for example, shifting the second grating 90 in
spatial phase to the right of the ﬁrst grating tends to
elicit a left judgement (Pantle & Turano, 1992; Shioiri
& Cavanagh, 1990). The results show that when the
high-contrast mask is presented after the test (, lower
abscissae), motion is seen in the forward direction out to
rather long SOAs. Instead, when the high-contrast mask
is presented before the test (, upper abscissae), motion
reversals are more prominent.
These stronger motion reversals and the masking that
occurs when the high-contrast mask just precedes the
test (Figs. 1 and 2) can be explained by a model in which
the IRF is temporally compressed by small amounts as
contrast is raised, as shown next.
3.2. Model
Each grating produces a ﬂash response, FR, and the
two FRs generate motion.
Fig. 1. Temporal asymmetry in the motion masking paradigm of
Morgan and Chubb (1999). A pair of vertical, 1.2 cpd gratings was
each ﬂashed for 94 ms in spatial quadrature phase. Direction dis-
crimination thresholds of the test grating (ordinate) were measured at
various SOAs of the mask relative to the test (insets). Mask contrast
was 2.2% () or 22% (M). Masking occurs when the 22%-contrast mask
just precedes the test (left panel at )94 ms SOA, indicated by vertical
line and inset) and facilitation occurs when the mask just follows the
test (right panel at þ94 ms) in agreement with Morgan and Chubb. But
there is little masking when the test and mask temporally overlap by a
small amount. Dashed lines show predictions of model (see text).
Fig. 2. Masking results similar to Fig. 1, showing test contrast
thresholds as a function of mask contrast at several SOA values: mask
just precedes test (N, )94 ms; strong masking); test just precedes mask
(M, þ94 ms; some facilitation); mask and test slightly temporally
overlap (, , )66 and þ66 ms; little masking).
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To predict the motion discrimination, we ﬁrst assume
a plausible temporal IRF. The IRF, shown as a heavy
line in Fig. 4, was previously measured for observer
CFS, using 1 cpd luminance gratings on a yellow ﬁeld of
567 nm and 1580 trolands (Stromeyer et al., 2000). This
IRF is nearly identical to that derived for the other
observer in that study and that derived by Watson and
Nachmias (1977) using pulsed gratings of 1.75 cpd on a
yellow–green ﬁeld of 300 trolands. The thin lines in
Fig. 4 show a convolution of the IRF with the 94-ms
ﬂashed grating. We call this convolution the FR. The
three curves represent the FR where the IRF is of nor-
mal length (labeled 1.0) and is temporally compressed to
0.8 and 0.9 its normal length.
Fig. 5 illustrates how the motion may be aﬀected by a
temporal compression of the FR. In the motion task the
two grating are ﬂashed in spatial quadrature phase. At
each temporal instant, we represent the FR for the ﬁrst
ﬂash on the x-axis in Fig. 5 and represent the response to
the second ﬂash on the y-axis, since the two gratings are
in spatial quadrature (Stromeyer et al., 2000). The SOA
value speciﬁes the stimulus delay for the response on the
y-axis relative to the response on the x-axis.
The eﬀective spatial phase (h) of the moving grating
signal at each instant is given by the angle of the sum
vector of the two FRs, and the eﬀective contrast is given
by the vector length (r). The direction of motion is
speciﬁed by the direction in which the spatial phase of the
vector, h, rotates, with dh=dt > 0 (anticlockwise rota-
tion) indicating motion in the forward direction and
dh=dt < 0 indicating motion in the reverse direction. The
strength of the motion signal is given by the integral,Z s
0
rdh;
evaluated over the FRs.
Fig. 3. Probability correct for direction discrimination as a function of
SOA of mask and test. This psychophysical method can reveal reversed
perceived motion: probability correct >0.5 indicates forward per-
ceived motion and values <0.5 indicate reversed motion. Gratings
were ﬂashed for 95 ms and did not temporally overlap; mask was 22%
contrast and test contrast was 1.0%, 1.6% and 3.2% in the three panels
respectively. When the test occurs before the mask (, lower abscissae),
motion is seen in the forward direction out to longer SOAs. When the
mask occurs before the test (, upper abscissae), the motion reversals
are more prominent. Dashed lines show model predictions (see text).
Fig. 4. Flash responses, FRs, needed to predict the motion discrimi-
nation data. Heavy line shows temporal IRF for observer CFS; thin
lines show the FR for the 94 ms ﬂash (the convolution of the IRF and
the ﬂash). The three FRs are based on the IRF which is temporally
uncompressed (labeled 1.0) and compressed to 0.8 or 0.9 its original
length. Curves normalized to peak of 1.0.
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The two FRs in Fig. 5 are shown with equal peak
amplitude (i.e. normalized to an amplitude of 1.0, as in
Fig. 4). The circles depict the tips of the motion vectors
at 4-ms intervals over the duration of the FRs.
In Fig. 5A the IRF is assumed to be temporally un-
compressed: at þ94 ms SOA, the motion moves in the
forward direction (from vector a to b to c). Fig. 5B is
similar, but it is assumed that the response to the ﬁrst
ﬂash is temporally uncompressed and the response to
the second ﬂash is temporally compressed to 0.8 the
normal value. This compression may resemble the case
where the test just precedes the high-contrast mask
(hence þ94 ms SOA). The motion is in the forward
direction, but is now stronger than in Fig. 5A, since the
vectors in Fig. 5B sweep over a larger range of eﬀective
contrast (vector length), hence increasing the motion
integral. Thus, the temporal compression for the mask
facilitates seeing the forward motion in this case. Fig 5C
shows the inverse case where the response to the ﬁrst
ﬂash is temporally compressed to 0.8 and the response
to the second ﬂash is uncompressed. This compres-
sion may resemble the case where the high-contrast
mask just precedes the test (hence )94 ms SOA).
Motion occurs in the forward direction from vector a to
approximately vector b (anticlockwise rotation), but
thereafter the motion largely reverses (rotation is
clockwise from b to c). This motion reversal results in a
small motion integral and can thus explain the motion
masking.
Note also that these predictions in Fig. 5 can help
explain the appearance of the motion described earlier.
The prediction in Fig. 5B agrees with the percept that
the motion is smooth and protracted when the high-
contrast mask follows the test, whereas the prediction in
Fig. 5C agrees with the percept that the motion is jerky
when the high-contrast mask precedes the test.
To ﬁt the actual data, the motion integral was cal-
culated varying two parameters: the mask-to-test con-
trast ratio, and the magnitude of temporal compression
for the mask FR (compressed to 0.8, 0.9 or 1.0 times its
original length). The response for the test was tempo-
rally uncompressed. The FRs shown in Fig. 4 (normal-
ized to peak of 1.0) were used for the calculations; the
FRs were linearly multiplied by the mask and test con-
trast to calculate the motion integral.
Fig. 6 show predictions for the original data in Fig. 1.
To be in a format like the thresholds in Fig. 1, the pre-
dicted curves were drawn to reﬂect the reciprocal value of
the motion integrals. (Reversed motion was often pre-
dicted at large SOA values, but this can not be shown in
Fig. 6, which only depicts the forward motion thresh-
olds.) In the top and bottom panels the mask-to-test
contrast ratio was assumed to be 10 and 22, respectively.
(A single arbitrary, vertical scaling constant was used for
all curves in each panel.) The heavy curves show that the
predicted motion thresholds are nearly symmetric when
the FR is temporally uncompressed––thus the predicted
masking is similar whether the mask precedes or follows
the test. Temporally compressing the mask ﬂash to 0.9
() and 0.8 (M) its original length produces a clear
asymmetry which grows with the degree of compression.
The temporal compression increases masking when the
mask just precedes the test (left panels) and decreases
masking when the mask just follows the test (right pan-
els).
The curves which best ﬁt the actual data are replotted
as dashed lines in Fig. 1: the dashed curve in the left
panel of Fig. 1 corresponds to the 0.9 compression curve
Fig. 5. Illustration showing that the temporal compression of the FR aﬀects the motion signal of the two ﬂashed gratings in spatial quadrature phase.
The FR for the ﬁrst grating is plotted on the x-axis and the FR for the second grating is plotted on the y-axis. (The two FRs are normalized to a peak
amplitude of 1.0.) Circles show the eﬀective moving grating (at 4-ms intervals), represented by the vector sum of the two FRs. (A) The FR is
temporally uncompressed and the two ﬂashes have an SOA of 94 ms––vectors rotate anticlockwise (in direction a, b, c) producing forward motion.
(B) As in panel A, but the response to the ﬁrst ﬂash is temporally uncompressed (as before) and the response to second ﬂash is compressed to 0.8
original length––the forward motion is stronger motion than in panel A. (C) Inverse of condition in panel B––response to ﬁrst ﬂash is compressed to
0.8 and response to second ﬂash is uncompressed. Vectors rotate anticlockwise from a to b but rotate mostly clockwise beyond b, yielding a small
motion integral (see text). Thus temporal compression of the FR can facilitate motion (panel B) or mask motion (panel C).
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(from the upper-left, Fig. 6), and the dashed curve in the
right panel of Fig. 1 corresponds to the 0.8 compression
curve (from the upper-right, Fig. 6). (The two dashed
curves in Fig. 1 are vertically shifted by a slightly dif-
ferent constant.) Thus, a small temporal compression of
the mask FR roughly ﬁts the data.
Similar motion integrals were calculated for the data
in Fig. 3. For these calculations, the mask compression
factor was 0.9; mask contrast was 22% and test contrast
was 1.0%, 1.6% and 3.2% in the three panels, respec-
tively. To include the reversed motion judgements, the
dashed lines show predictions directly based on the
strength of the motion integral (rather than the recip-
rocal of the integral). The upper dashed line in each
panel in Fig. 3 is the prediction for the () data at
positive SOAs, and the lower dashed line is the predic-
tion for the () data at negative SOAs––a single vertical
scaling factor was used in each panel for both data sets.
The ﬁts are reasonably good in the two top panels, but
the data converge in the bottom panel compared to the
prediction. A likely explanation for this poorer predic-
tion is that we did not account for a possible temporal
compression for the test ﬂash at this higher 3.2% test
contrast. The (M) shows a prediction for both conditions
(, ) if we assume the FR for mask and test were
compressed to 0.9. Thus a partial temporal compression
of the test response may cause the convergence.
The predictions for Fig. 3 were also calculated (not
shown) assuming no compression of mask and test re-
sponse: surprisingly in all three panels, the predictions
for () were slightly up and to the right of the predic-
tions for ()––opposite to the trends in the actual data.
Thus a temporal compression of the mask signal is
needed to capture the trends in the data.
4. Discussion
4.1. Contrast gain control at a stage before motion
extraction
Morgan and Chubb (1999) argued that the temporal
asymmetry observed in the motion masking implies that
the contrast gain control acts at a stage prior to ex-
traction of a motion signal. They assumed that pre-
senting the high-contrast mask ﬁrst suppresses the gain
for the subsequent test, thus producing strong motion
masking. Hence, the test is attenuated before the motion
signal is extracted from the double-ﬂash sequence.
We also postulate that temporal gain control occurs
before motion extraction (Stromeyer & Martini, 2002).
However, a major role of the gain control may be to
temporally compress the FR as contrast is increased. To
determine if such a temporal compression alone could
account for the masking asymmetry, we assumed that
the response amplitude varied linearly with contrast.
Thus the response to one ﬂash was assumed not to aﬀect
the amplitude of the response (the gain) to the other
ﬂash, unlike the model of Morgan and Chubb. Instead,
we assumed that increasing the contrast weakly com-
pressed the duration of the FR.
The model accounted for three features of the results:
(1) Masking was considerably greater when the mask
immediately preceded the test than for the reversed
order. (2) However, the strong masking with the early
mask largely vanished when the mask only slightly
Fig. 6. Prediction of the original motion judgements in Fig. 1 (see
text). Motion integrals were calculated varying two parameters: mask-
to-test contrast ratio of 10 (top panel) and 22 (bottom panel), and
temporal compression of FR for mask alone––no compression (heavy
lines) and compression to 0.8 (M) and 0.9 () original value. To be in a
format like Fig. 1, the curves reﬂect the reciprocal value of the motion
integrals. Predicted masking is nearly symmetric for the uncompressed
FR (heavy lines). Temporal compression of the mask signal produces
more masking when the mask precedes the test (left panels) and pro-
duces less masking when the mask follows the test (right panels).
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temporally overlapped the test. This is consistent with
the temporal compression model. But in Morgan and
Chubbs model the slight overlap should not eliminate
the masking, since the strong, early mask should con-
tinue to suppress the response to the weak, later test. (3)
The perceived motion was more strongly reversed when
the mask preceded the test by 20 ms than when the
temporal order was inverted (Fig. 3). The stronger re-
versals are explained by the greater eﬀectiveness of
negative lobe of the compressed FR for the early mask.
Both we and Morgan and Chubb (1999) observed a
similar sized temporal asymmetry for the motion
masking using gratings of rather low spatial frequency
for the fovea––1.2 cpd in the present study and 2 cpd in
the Morgan and Chubb study. However, Burr, Morgan,
and Morrone (1999) were unable to demonstrate this
asymmetry using a very low spatial frequency of 0.1 cpd,
occupying a very large ﬁeld. This diﬀerence remains
unexplained.
4.2. Size of temporal compression
We have explained the temporal asymmetry in mo-
tion masking with a small temporal compression of the
FR––the IRF was assumed to be is compressed to 0.8 or
0.9 its original length. This small compression is con-
sistent with the magnitude of compression that we pre-
viously inferred (Stromeyer & Martini, 2002) with
double-pulse stimuli in a ﬂicker or motion discrimina-
tion paradigm, where the ﬁrst ﬂash was set higher in
contrast than the second ﬂash, or vice versa.
A larger temporal compression of the IRF (to 0.6–0.7
its original length) was inferred when both ﬂashes were
varied together over a large contrast range (Burr &
Morrone, 1996; Georgeson, 1987; Stromeyer & Martini,
2002). A similar large compression of the temporal IRF
is observed in MC ganglion cells of macaque (Benardete
& Kaplan, 1999; Lee et al., 1994)
4.3. Features of our model of the temporal asymmetry
Our model is partially linear, since the two FRs are
assumed to be independent. Approximate independence
can be achieved if the temporal contrast gain control for
each ﬂash is nearly instantaneous, as Victor (1987) ob-
served in cat ganglion cells.
For simplicity of modeling, we also assumed that the
response amplitude varies linearly with stimulus con-
trast, contrary to the saturating responses observed in
MC cells (Lee et al., 1994). However, this assumption is
not important for the model, since the predicted motion
integrals are only slightly aﬀected by the mask-to-test
contrast ratio per se (Fig. 5, and Stromeyer & Martini,
2002).
However, our model does contain a nonlinearity,
with the IRF becoming briefer as contrast is increased.
In contrast, Morgan and Chubbs (1999) model is
basically nonlinear, for they assumed that the early
high-contrast mask reduces the gain of the subsequent
weak test signal. As described above, our data with the
partially overlapping mask and test indicate that this
process may not importantly contribute to the temporal
asymmetry of the motion masking.
Our model of the temporal asymmetry does not at-
tempt to explain the well-known motion facilitation ef-
fect that is observed when the contrast of the test
stimulus is subthreshold and the mask is several times
threshold. This eﬀect has been attributed to a nonlin-
earity, such as the multiplicative stage within the Reic-
hardt motion detector (Morgan & Chubb, 1999; van
Santen & Sperling, 1984) or to a late, accelerated re-
sponse transducer stage in the opponent-motion path-
way (Lubin, 1991; Stromeyer, Kronauer, Madsen, &
Klein, 1984). This nonlinearly may well occur at a late
stage, beyond the major locus for temporal contrast gain
control.
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